First Year Students

Sophomores
HOMECOMING

October 14, 2000

Above: the K crowd watches the Homecoming game with excitement; left: these senior girls are ready to hit the dance floor (Katie Hatmaker, Adrienne Rathert, Kyle Morris, Sarah Diacon, Melissa Corrion, Leah Corrion (non-K), and Melissa Rohde); bottom left: HUDDLE!; bottom right: Brad Zielaskowski, Brant Haverdink, and Paul Hubbard run to help their teammate tackle a Hope player.

Top left: Mitch Kundell and Tonia Yoder enjoy their last K College Homecoming as students; top right: here they come!; bottom right: Kathleen Anderson is crowned Kalamazoo College "homecoming queen"; bottom right: Nikki Hein and Marc West showed people how to dance.
THE BOILING POT

(Opposite page) top left: photographer Stephanie Bonne in Verona, Italy; top right: photographer Kyle Morris during Soiree; bottom right: editor-in-chief Adrienne Rathert and business editor Elise Dent; (this page) top left: a rare moment when photo editor Joanna Schnelker is on this side of the camera; bottom left: the computer that makes it all happen; bottom right: Elise Dent and Adrienne Rathert.

Editor-in-Chief: Adrienne Rathert

Business Editor: Elise Dent

Photo Editor: Joanna Schnelker

Photographers: Stephanie Bonne, Kyle Morris, Matt Tenenbaum, and Ryan Boyer
Index

(Opposite page) top right: co-editor Brittany Edwards takes a Jimmy Johns break; bottom: the 2000-2001 Index staff - Merilee Valenti, Kate Van Treese, Jean LaVoilette, Emily Boehm, Katie Curtis, Amanda Stitt, Jim Manley, Britanny Edwards, Sarah Martin, Jon Weber, Tammy Matthews, Rob Bonn, Stephanie Bonn, Eric Snyder, Tyrone Newhook; (this page) top left: Jon Weber works on the layout of the Index; top right: advisor Tyrone Newhook works on the boring stuff; bottom right: co-editor Sarah Martin takes a stretch break.
ENVORG
Environmental Organization of Kalamazoo College

Top left: Raluca Maria V. Popa wants you to come fight garbage at the Trash Bash; top right: Green Party Vice-Presidential candidate Winonna LaDuke visits Kalamazoo College; left and below: jazz and recycling go hand-in-hand at the Trash Bash.

Land/Sea
Adventure in Killarney
Jazz Band

Top left: Dr. Eric Barth plays the saxophone; top right: band leader Dr. Tom Evans introduces the jazz band; bottom left: Aaron McCleran on the trumpet; bottom right: Dr. Evans leads the band.

S.A.C. Student Activities Committee

Top left: SAC member Melissa Morris enjoys one of the events she helped plan - Monte Carlo; above middle and right and below right: just some of what SAC does; bottom left: SAC members Sarah D'acon and Paige Farrell.
Building Blocks

Music Department

Senior Musicians include:
Bridget Bartosik (traditional Japanese woodwind), Jenny Vasas (flute), Gina Meola (viola), Mandy Feifer (voice), Hilary Knobloch (piano), Adrienne Rathert (piano), Chris Grostic (trumpet), Sam Garman (piano).
Monkapault
College Republicans

Top left: Vice President Jeff Duncan grills out the night before elections; top right: Andrew Upward signs up Nick Carlo-Voight at first-year organization week for the College Republicans; bottom left: Secretary Tim Gutwald and President Emily Durham show off their t-shirts that claim they are "the best party on campus"; bottom right: controversial conservative feminist Dr. Christina Hoff Sommers came to promote her book "The War Against Boys.

S.W.E.A.T. is a free phys. ed. offered on Fridays during Spring Quarter. It combined aerobics, kickboxing, and fun on the quad.
A Quarterly dance/fashion mayhem put on by the GLBTSO.
Top left: Carrie Shuman and Kirsten Frisch; above: Jon Weber and Stephanie Bonnie; far left: Adrienne Ratner, Jeff Wolford, Danielle Carolis, Julie Paavola, Jeff Hopeian, Will Birkhill; left: Adam Marshall and Jordan Klepper; bottom left: Ryan Rivers; below: Stacey Lamont, Carrie Shuman, Stephanie Bonnie, Jon Weber, Kirsten Frisch, Trinity Malheaux.

Top left: Glenisha Wilson and Dr. Gant-Britton; top right: after the BSO dinner; left: Glenisha Wilson and Narda McClerdon; above: Glenisha prepares the tables for the event; right: Melissa Morris, Glenisha Wilson, and Rosie Onwuneme are glad to be seniors.
Top left: Kathy Korytkowski; top middle: Elise Dent and Veronica Minard are ready for Bell's Eccentric Night; top right: Nick Daiker; middle left: Mike Trauben and Andy Kavell; bottom left: Emily Flores and Paige Foley; above: Jordan Klepper and Jeff Lang.

J.S.O.
Jewish Student Organization

Above: the JSO meets for a Seder meal in January; far left: Noah Ovchininsky leads a discussion on the conflict in the Middle East; left: JSO members and guests enjoy food from Aladdin's Palace.
Student Commission

Executive Board:
Anna Ward,
Carla Kupé,
Laura Nixon,
Jennifer Mason,
and president
Aash Bhatt.
Top and above: the Jazz band's fall concert, led by Tom Evans. Top right: Aaron McLear toots his horn at the Trash Bash fall quarter. Right: an electric guitar adds flavor to the band.
Lip Sync/Talent Show

EXAM WEEK EXTRAVAGANZA
ISO
International Student Organization
The Senior Directing Series of 2000-2001 Presents:

**Spring Transformations:**
An Evening of Maria Irene Fornes
and New Greek Tragedy

**LAOCOON**
Written & Directed by
Cassandra Johnson

**WHAT OF THE NIGHT?**
by Maria Irene Fornes
Directed by Gretchen Beising

Nelda K. Balth Playhouse
Kalamazoo College
April 27-29, 2001

*Mature Subject Matter and Language*

Performances:
8:00 pm Thursday-Saturday
May 17-19

2:00 pm Sunday
May 20, 2001
(Sunday's performance is
signed interpreted)

Box Office: 337-7333

Presenting Tom Stoppard's

**ROSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD!!**********

Directed by — Karen Prinz
Class of 2001
Commencement
Commencement Exercises for the Class of 2001
began at 1:30pm on June 9, 2001
MONTE CARLO
Group photo: back row: Ryan Rivera, Lary Carter, Nick Porada, Mike Trauben, Adrienne Rathert, Tonia Yoder, Drew Woodrow, Rod Rahimi, Matt Jonavich, Tim Curs, Melissa Morris, Stephanie Mores, Amanda Walters; middle row: Alana Askew, Beth Easter, Andy Kavel, Mike Bellware, Rachel Navarro, Matt Jaffe, Rebecca Swenson; front row: Erin Reynolds, Shawli Hathaway, Sarah Diacon, Paige Farrell

Top left: Tonia Yoder and Adrienne Rathert evened each other out on the slot machines. bottom left: Nick Duiker better take Veronica Minard out to dinner with his winnings; bottom right: Mike Bellware, Nick Duiker, Nick Porada, Kris MacWilliams, and Larry Carter take their chances at Black Jack.

Top left: Tracy Buetow, Cara Butler, and Megan Barasch; top right: Jillian Lankford and Aimee Felczak; above: Dave Halpert and Tonia Toder; right: Laura Taylor and Jane Stedman at Soiree.
Top left: Kim Smith, Tracey Van Tuyl, and Stephanie Bonne become vikings in Copenhagen, Denmark; top right: Joce Taylor and Ann Palagurus taunt a palace guard in London, England; bottom left: Irfan Alibhai, Erin Rumery, and Blythe Webster at a Wat (temple) in Bangkok, Thailand; (opposite page) top left: Kim Jakus, Rachel Cox, Rachelle Peck and other students on the road to Kajiado in Africa.

Middle right: Mitch Blink feeds the giraffes at Giraffe Center in Africa; bottom left: Brendan Carroll with staff from Health Project for Tribal People on an Akha village field visit in Thailand; bottom right: some elephants at Maasai Mara in Africa.
Top left: ruins at Sukothai in Thailand; top right: Ann Palaganas, Mark Fino, Steve Domini, and Nick Duda on a rafting trip in the Pyrenees Mountains; middle left: October Fest in Munich, Germany; bottom right: a rhino at Mossel Bay in South Africa.
(This page) top left: a lion in Maasai Mara in Africa; top right: Lindsay Selvig and Erin Rumery outside Grand Palace in Bangkok, Thailand; left: the 3 month Madrid crew and Mar, the director, in Salamurca; (opposite page) top left: Stephanie Bonne and Kim Smith in Venice, Italy; top right: Kim Thompson and Amanda Crammit wearing the traditional dress of an unmarried woman in Thailand; bottom left: Chateau de Chillon in Montreux, Switzerland; bottom right: Dave Meek, Pete Cowan, Nate Phenicie, and Mitch Blink at Lake Victoria in Kenya.
Football

The Team is: Brent Jackson, Ben Parkes, Ben Wolf, Dan Derksen, Paul Natensak, Zach Ellis, Mark LaCombe, Brett Eilander, T.J. Thayer, Tom Hillemeier, Conor Lefere, Jim Grice, Bryan Gney, Andy Graham, Zach Burton, Todd Wilson, Brent Havenlink, Jason Chamley, Brent Klein, Ben Szeg, Jeff Hatch, Justin Gross, Paul Hubbard, Rob Mickey, Tim Muir, Garry Penta, Bryan Shields, Brian Turner, Nate Hurst, Noah Heilman, Kyle Bainbridge, Nick Stonerook, Jim Hard, Neil Laws, Jeremy Burton, John David Gardiner, Brett Hoy, Dwight White, Brad Zielaskowski, Brett Foster, Shawn McLester, Jared Oetting, Pat Rivard, Jude Vanover, John Ogger, Mike Cohen, Chris Worthington, Ben Snyder, Eric Page, William Tokar III, John Rogosich, Bob Kefgen, Rickey Syes, Jr., Paul Casatta, Brian Lewis, Greg Hoffman, Brad Wright, Kyle Thompson, Dave Porada, Mike Mequio, John Krajacic, Tim Kleinebreil, Tim Prater, Miloš Petrović, and Will Solomon III. Head Coach: Tim Rogers; Assistants: Denny Beaman, Brian Coon, Van Nickner, Dob Drake, Dave Lawrence, and Jaime Zorbo.

K College Cheerleaders

Top left: Seniors Shawli Hathaway, Katie Hatmaker, and Melissa Morris lead the way for the K College Cheerleaders; above: Katie Hatmaker, Stephanie Moses, the HORNET, and Shawli Hathaway watch the team play; bottom left: the HORNET does its game dance for the crowd; below: the squad prepares for their next cheer.
Women's Soccer

Far left: Kim Hartman takes the ball as Stacey Nastase backs her up; Left: Lesley Williams takes the ball down the center; below: Lydia Raburn goes in for the steal as Nikki Finnemann blocks the opponent.


Men's Soccer

Above: Brett Stinar dribbles around his opponent; far top left: Pat Tetreault and Aaron Thornburg pass the ball; middle top: Aaron Thornburg dodges getting tripped to get to the ball; left: Dave Dwaihy takes a corner kick; far left: Aaron Thornburg makes a long pass; bottom left: John Evans is the go between for Goalie Tony Pagorek and Brett Stinar; below: Dave Dwaihy plays aggressively. Not pictured: Ross Bower, Derek Dee, Tim Gutwald, Nick Carlin-Voigt, Matt Poncarowski, Andrew Upward, Bryan Goyings, Jackson Buell, Andrew Kemple, John Sheehy, Jonathan Hughes, and David Lively.
Women's Basketball
18-8

Top left: Lindsay Drury gets low-fived by her teammates; above left: captains Lindsay Drury and MaryJane Valade; middle: Kristen Alt looks for an open player; far right: MaryJane Valade and Amanda Combe run for the ball; right: Lindsay Drury takes a shot; below: the team congratulates each other.

Back row: Amanda Wehrstein, Sarah Klenow, Kelly Martin, MaryJane Valade, Shauna Sage, Lindsay Drury, Sarah Kellogg; Front row: trainer Dawn Todd, Stephanie Getz, Alissa Johnston, Vanessa Larkin, Kelly Nyquist, Amanda Combe, Kristen Alt.
Tennis
Women's and Men's Swim Teams
Women’s Cross Country

Left (top to bottom): Mollie Douglas, Libby Rhee, Amber Terry, Becky Bieblang, Amy Johnson, Sarah Griseier; above: Lauren Wadland, Vicky Fletcher, Krea Fedak, Bree Davison.

Men’s Cross Country

Top row (left to right): Mitch Kundel, Shane Bowen; middle row: Andy Brights, Adam Karrell; bottom row: Ben Rosenberg, Chris Moeyl, Alex Dodge.
Men's Baseball

Top left: Zach Burton; top right: Ross Gladding; left: Pat Ellis; middle left: Brent LeVasseur; below: Coach Jones; bottom left: Rick Sharp.

Top left: Dawn Todd; top right: Meghan Deats; middle right: Alicia Dicks; bottom right: Tonia Yoder; middle bottom: Meredith Dodson; bottom left: Emory Engers; middle: Sarah Marlyn.

Women's Softball

12-24-1
The Team Members are: Jared Allmond, B.J. Ford, Matt Gardner, Evan Ho, Adam Pringle, Rick Sharp, Ben Tucker, Mike Tulchinsky, and Jon Wood. Head Coach: Joe Haklin.

Men’s Golf
Volleyball
**Stingerzz**

**Dance Team**

Left: top row (l to r): Reyes Llopis Garcia, Amy Rostan, Kristyn Buhl, Katie Johnson, Melissa Corrion; bottom row: Bridget Nolan, Ann Palaganas, Maggie Kilar, Esther Choi; (opposite page) top left: Paul Natonek and Ann Palaganas; top right: the guy Stingerzz.

Below: Lindsay Vecchio, Amy Rostan, Ann Palaganas, Esther Choi, Kristyn Buhl, Melissa Corrion, Maggie Kilar, Bridget Nolan, Katie Johnson.
(Opposite page) top left: Adrienne Rathert, Jen Campbell, and Melissa Rohde enjoy the sun and each other's company; top right: Tonia Yoder, Kris MacWilliams, Nikki Hein, and Nick Porada; bottom: K students take over the South Haven Beach; (this page) top right: Nikki Hein and Will Giles; above: Jen Campbell and Elise Dent; right: frisbee, water, and sun - couldn’t get better!
Senior Soiree
Spring Fling
Top left: Lindy Alton tries a strawberry margarita; top right: Ben Farrar, Karl Meisel, and Lauren Wadland; middle left: Jim VanSweeden offers his advice; middle: Lauren Wadland and Tracy McCollum; middle right: Shweta Mandrekar; left: Josh Wood, Sara Faulman, Tim Cors, and Marc West; opposite page top left: Jordan Klepper, Jeff Land, Matt Pontianowski, Scott Mason; middle left: the Alum office; middle right: Nick DeYoung and Matt Parker enjoy some chips and salsa; bottom left: Andy Kawel and Rachel Navarro; bottom middle: Paige Foley; bottom right: Joan Andreski and Morgan Freidrickson.
Senior Pig Roast
at
Club Soda
Class of 2001: The Seniors

Top left: Emily Flores, Glenisha Wilson, and Darcy Hagen; top right: the German girls! - Jen Campbell, Melissa Rohde, and Monica Schulte; left: the Jackson Trio is back! - Frank Church, Jordan Klepper, and Junior Adam Karrell; above: BJ Ford, Lindsay Drury, and Brent Jackson.

Above: Laura Kroger, Jodi Kite, Rachel Mallison, Beth Easter, Lindsay Drury, Paige Foley, and Kathleen Anderson; top right: Samina Syed and Gillian Shaw being goofy at Ethnic Nations in Kalamazoo; middle right: Natalie Patterson; below: Jodi Kite, Lindsay Drury, Nick DeYoung, Dawn Todd, and Brent Jackson at the homecoming game; bottom right: Sam Brockington looking pensive; bottom left: native Kalamazooans on Land/Sea freshman year - Helena Walker, Dave Halpert, Adrienne Ruthert, Tracy Buettow, Mitch Kundell, and Paige Farrell.
Top left: gladiators Jennifer Kryskalla and Emily Kolmodin battle in an ancient arena in Pompeii, Italy; top right: Alexis Ramsey and alum Matt Ris at Tiger's Stadium; above: Anna Fleurty and Mary Jane Valade; middle right: Frank Church, Jordan Klepper, and Guy McClellan are bad and they know it; right: Paige Farrell and Laura Kroger; far right: Lexie Nordstrom enjoys a study break with Chinese food.

Left: Elise Dent, Tonia Yoder, and Rob Foster as a hippie, fairy, and Slash on Halloween; below: Lauren Stevenson and Veronica Wildgoose in Strasbourg, France; far left: Amber Schwartz and Jackie Cornaire; middle: Beth Easter and Larry Carter on their way to Monte Carlo; bottom right: Megan Bartlett doing volunteer work at a private orphanage in Bucharest.

114 Senior Section
Top left: Mat Parker, B.J. Ford, non-senior, Brent Jackson, Lindsay Drury, and two other non-seniors on a basketball trip; middle left: Brad Phelon is a pro at the bong; middle: Andrew Minnelli is excited to graduate; below: photographer Ryan Rivera takes a break to get his own picture snapped; bottom left: Paige Farrell and Adrienne Rath are ready for Christmas; bottom right: what are you smiling about Ben Farrar?

Top left: The Heathers! It's kind of like that movie... Heather White and Heather Edoff at a dance; top right: Melissa Cerron, Melissa Rohde, Tracy Baetow, and Mitch Randell freshman year; above: Anna Fleury and Megan Bartlett on foreign study in France; left: Rachel Navarro, Jen Kryskalla, Katie King, Geetha Athapilly, Emily Kolmodin, and Gretchen Boening in Madrid, Spain celebrating Katie's birthday.
Right: Jon Wood admires the mess he made on the wall; below: Helena Walker, Carrie Netzer, Alexis Ramsey, former exchange student Anne Potter, Matt Waschuk, and Megan Bartlett in Strasbourg, France; bottom right: meow!!! Sarah Diacon is one Classy Cat; bottom left: Adam Marshall, Sam Dyer, Elise Dent, alum Liz Reiter, and Bridgett Bartosik play role reversal on Land/Sea freshman year.

Left: Amber Schwartz, Rachel Mallison, Paige Foley, and Beth Easter are ready to dance; middle left: Meg Deighton and Nikki Hein sunning on the beach in Alabama for spring break freshman year; bottom left: Dana Ambrose and Anna Fleury play cat and mouse for the Crystal Ball; bottom right: Dawn Todd and Lindsay Drury fight over the last piece of bread in the house.
Opposite page: Top left: Carrie Netzer and Sarah Huckabay; top right: Megan Bartlett and Romanian president Ion Iliescu; bottom left: policeman Justin Thomas and Frenchmaid Jim Wardineski at the Crystal Ball; bottom right: Ben Farrar and Amber Schwartz; (this page) top left: a pyramid of girls - Kirsten Pelz, Sara Klettke, Elise Dent, Veronica Minard, Meg Deighton, and Tonia Yoder; above: Brian Dombrowski; left: another girl pyramid - Jen Campbell, Melissa Robide, Melissa Corrion, Tracy Buettow, Adrienne Rathert, and Lexie Nordstrom.
Above: K seniors in Madrid include Sara Faulman, Nick Kaprowski, Drew Woodrow, Nick VanDeSchie, Emily Swenson, Paige Farrell, Gretchen Beesing, Emily Kolmodin, Jenny Kryskalla, Brian Dombrowski, Dawn Bell, Nat Willis, Laura Kruger, Sarah Martin, Rachel Navarro, Natalie Patterson, and Geetha Atihappilly.

Middle left: Trow RA: Gillian Shaw, Meagan Featherstone, Mignon O’Neil, Alum Dave Brockington; above: Erin Brown, Sam Dyer, and Jen Campbell at a Wellness House party; left: Ruth Kleast and her ‘flying pants’ pie.

Top left: Kyle Morris, Justin Thomas, Adrienne Rathert, and Melissa Roble going to the Crystal Ball; top right: Anna Fleury and two other K students; middle left: Nikki Hein, Meg Deighton, Tina Yoder, and Elise Dent celebrate homecoming; above: Andrew Mirmelli, Laura Kruger, Kaleb Brownlow, Mary Jane Valade, Tony Hopkins, Lindsay Drury, Anna Fleury, K alum Aaron, and Kathleen Anderson as freshmen; left: Dawn Todd, Brent Jackson, Lindsay Drury, and Nick DeYoung.
To left: Mignon O’Neal; top right: Emily Koltmodin and Katie King hone their bullfighting skills to perfection in Chinchon, Spain during foreign study; above: Nick DeYoung, Lindsay Drury, and Marc West enjoy dinner; middle left: Dave Halpert and Elise Dent as freshmen; left: Anna Fleury and her roommate; (opposite page) bottom: Natalie Patterson, Geetha Athappilly, Jenny Krystalla, and non-K students Martin and Lori in Madrid.

Top left: Samina Syed, Shweta Mandrekar, and Gillian Shaw - bio majors unite!; top right: Natalie Patterson stars in the latest James Bond movie; far left: Meg Deighton and her date Nate at sophomore year Monte Carlo; middle left: Tony Hopkins, Adrienne Rathert, and Melissa Rohde start sophomore spring together.
Above: Brent Jackson tries out for the women's basketball team; top right: Adrienne Rathert, Laura Kroger, and Rebecca Swenson celebrate Adrienne's 21st birthday; right: Jeanni Keyskalla and Kathy Korzykowski "studying"; bottom left: ghoulsh Anna Fleury and hippyish Stephanie Wilks; bottom right: Tracy McCollom and Matt Jaffe on his 21st birthday.

Top left: Doesn't Ryan Rivera make a pretty girl?; top right: Dawn Todd, Katie Miller, Tony Hopkins, Dan Spalla, Lindsay Drury, Jodi Kite, Anna Fleury, and Laura Kroger; middle right: Katie King, Megan Blair, and Alexis Ramsey; above: Sarah Diacon and Nikki Heim; right: Jen Campbell, Jane Steadman, Sara Perrine, and Erin Brown.
Senior Section

are ready to hit the town; top middle: looking pretty Noah Orschinsky; top left: Heather White and Heather Edoff; middle left: Megan Bartlett and Anna Fleuray; above: Melissa Robide, Nikki Him, Larry Carter, Jen Campbell, Frank Church, Jeff Wise, Adrienne Rathet, Elise Dent, Brian Domrowski, Eric (non-K), Melissa Corrion, and Alexis Polodny; left: Laura Kroger, Jodi Kite, Rachel Mallison, Beth Easter, Lindsay Drury, Paige Foley, and Kathleen Anderson.
TGIF
AT THE HODGE HOUSE
Good Luck
Seniors!

Goodbye to Senior

Congratulations on a job well done. We are proud of what you have accomplished and wish your future to be merry and bright.

Love
Dad, Mom & Patty.

Krea,
Congratulations on a job well done. We are proud of what you have accomplished and wish your future to be merry and bright.

Love
Dad, Mom & Patty.
Congratulations Emily.
We are very proud of you. Love,
Mom, Dad,
Alex & William

Way to go Allen!
We’re proud of you.

Good luck in the future.
Love,
Mom & Dad

From K to “K”
Heather Edoff and Heather White

Congratulations on a Lifetime of Achievements!

Love, Mom and Dad

BILL,
CONGRATULATIONS, “NERD”!
FROM YOUR “IN THE SUN,
PUBLIC SCHOOL BROTHER.”
I’M PROUD OF YOU!
LOVE, JEFF

Congrats Sara!
Love ya,
Mom, Dad,
Laura, Annette,
grandma,
grandpa, great grandpa!

Congratulations Stephanie Wilks.
We are proud of you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

First Day of School

First Day of “K”

Congratulations Sam!!!
Love, Mom and Dad
From a stubborn little girl to a determined young woman . . .

Congratulations, Tracy!

We're so proud of you!

Love,
Dad, Mom, and Beth

BILL,
FOUR YEARS AGO YOU WERE DREAMING OF SPREADING YOUR WINGS AND FLYING. WELL, YOU'VE EXCEEDED AND SOARED! YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED SO MUCH AND THERE'S NO LIMIT TO WHAT YOU CAN ACHIEVE. YOU CONTINUE TO MAKE US SO PROUD! CONGRATULATIONS!! AND THANKS!! LOVE, MOM AND DAD

on your many accomplishments!
Congratulations
Class of 2001!

Way to go Gary Thompson!

Erin

Congratulations on your accomplishment!!
Love ya!!

Love, Mom & Dad

Love, Mom, Dad, Kristin, Sara, and David.

Congratulations, Elise!
We're proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Keith, and Sydney
Senior Ad

Friends Forever

Dawn, Jodi, Lindsay

Congratulations Kim!
I'm proud of you!

Love, Mom

Jane Steadman -
and all best
wishes for a
wonderful
future.

Love,
Dad, Mom &
Lynn

Congratulations
Kim!

Jane Steadman

Love you!!!

CONGRATULATIONS
LAURA
ON A JOB WELL DONE
LOVE, MOTHER AND
DAD

Jane Steadman

Congratulations
Kim!

love, hotell

CONGRATULATIONS
VERONICA MINARD!

WE LOVE YOU!!!

CONGRATULATIONS
LAURA
ON A JOB WELL DONE
LOVE, MOTHER AND
DAD

Jane Steadman

Congratulations
Kim!

I'm proud of you!

Love, Mom

Jane Steadman

CONGRATULATIONS
VERONICA MINARD!

WE LOVE YOU!!!

CONGRATULATIONS
LAURA
ON A JOB WELL DONE
LOVE, MOTHER AND
DAD
Adrienne, we salute you for all that you do, doing it with pizzazz and style beaucoup! Really, we can't imagine a finer grad—hardly think there's a prouder dad! Every ounce of our spirits sings out in glee; now that you've earned it, your degree we can see! Never lose sight of who you are; each day BELIEVE— and follow your star!

Mom & Dad

Congratulations Joan

From your extremely proud family

Love, Mom, Dad, Becky, Aunt Nancy, and Uncle Fred.

We’re Proud of you Matt Jonovich!

Good luck in the future Megan Barasch!

Love, your parents

Amber — You’ve always been a shining star to us
Way to Go Nissan,  
We’re Proud of You!!!  

Love,  
Tarik, Barina, & Giselle Wasfie

Congratulations Girls!  
We knew you could do it!

-Dean, Cheryl, & Adele Fleury-

Good luck in the Future  
Amanda!

From,  
Michael Walters

Senior Ads
An Epic Poem of Congratulations Upon the Occurrence of the Graduation of Ms. Beth Ann Easter

This little poem was written just for you,
to commemorate your graduation from Kalamazoo.
To celebrate all that liberal arts knowledge
that got put into your head while you were in college.

The papers are written and the books are all read,
You no longer have to look forward to Monday with dread,
Your senior individualized project is finally done,
Now you can spend the rest of your life just having fun.

For one whole year you spent your days,
Learning about the Spanish, (especially La Marcha), in Mexico.
For a while you studied in Washington, D.C.,
(Where you interned for a congressman, but not the President, thankfully.)

You also clerked in a federal district court
where you get to decide cases, mostly for sport,
You were a good little Republican when we sent you away,
But thanks to liberal arts education, you’re a dyed-in-the-wool feminist today.

Your brother is still a junior at Kalamazoo
To your mother and I will still have something to do.
But you’re off to Emory Law School for a well deserved three year rest.
With Love, Your father, mother, your 2 brothers and all the rest.
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